PEACH OPEN MOVIE
PROJECT
PRESENTATION
IN THE BEGINNING

FUNNY AND FURRY?
BRAINSTORMING!
APPLICATION PROCESS

TALENT WANTED
FOR PROJECT PEACH

LISTEN KID, THIS AIN'T NO DISNEY CLUB, WE'RE LOOKING FOR REAL TALENT! SO IF YOU DON'T HAVE IT, MOVE ALONG! STOP WASTING MY PRECIOUS TIME!
PEACH WORKSHOP WEEK
TOPICS:
- STORY
- CHARACTER DESIGNS
- PIPELINE
- SOFTWARE
- NEW BLENDER FEATURES
- DVD
- BLOG
- TEAM ROLES
WORKSHOP WITH ARNO KRONER
TOPICS/EXERCISES:

- WRITING
- STORYBOARDS
- TIMING
- ANIMATICS
- CONTINUITY
- 12 PRINCIPLES OF CARTOON ANIMATION
- BUILDING THE TEAM
- TECHNICAL GUYS
ANIMATICS, ANIMATICS, ANIMATICS, ANIMATICS, ANIMATICS, TIMING, TIMING, TIMING, TIMING, EXAGGERATION, EXAGGERATION, ANIMATICS, ANIMATICS, ANIMATICS, ANIMATICS, TIMING AND EXAGGERATION.

ARNO'S CLOSING COMMENT:
WE HAVE A SCRIPT!
A RABBIT'S REVENGE
(WORKING TITLE)
A GIANT RABBIT THAT'S BEING BULLIED BY 3 RASCAL RODENTS, TRIES TO GET EVEN BIG TIME.
QUESTIONS AND STUFF?